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IV. TIPS FOR “COOPERATING” WITH ONSITE INVESTIGATIONS 

An onsite visit indicates that the EEOC has a heightened interest in the charge, such as 

more than one person has filed charges with the EEOC on the same issue in the same location, or 

the charge involves allegations that the EEOC believes could impact more than one person. 

An onsite investigation has obvious risks, although it does allow the employer to have 

some control over the situation.  In particular, in this speaker’s opinion, it is helpful to put on a 

“helpful, we have nothing to hide” demeanor while at the same time taking appropriate steps to 

manage the situation to avoid expanding the investigation and allowing opportunities for 

spontaneous interaction with other employees.  In our experience, creating and maintaining the 

credibility of the employer and the attorney can go a long way in dealing with the EEOC. 

Don’t be defensive during the onsite.  It is generally much easier to deal with the 

investigator if you are courteous and pleasant to the extent possible.  However, be prepared to 

blunt any “fishing expedition” activities that might lead to an expanded investigation, or a 

systemic case (if one doesn’t already exist).  The goal should be to complete the onsite as quickly 

and efficiently as reasonably possible.  Thus, in planning the onsite, the employer can discuss 

any concerns about the scope of the investigation, and the most efficient way to collect 

information and further the investigation.  Remember – the EEOC always has the power to issue 

a subpoena for documents or witnesses! 

Although the investigator typically wants to conduct an onsite, remember that the 

employer can offer to make documents and witnesses available at the EEOC’s office. 

Prior to the onsite, there should be written communication confirming the documents and 

witnesses that the investigator wants to have access to.  This reduces surprises and delays during 

the onsite.  Consider sending the documents to the investigator in advance of the onsite to 

minimize the time that the investigator is onsite. 

Attached are sample interview questions developed by the EEOC for training 

investigators.  Being familiar with the questions that it will be asking both sides can greatly help 

not only in preparing the position statement but in preparing for the onsite. 

A.  Selecting the date and time 

The EEOC will have its own internal timeline for conducting the onsite investigation.  

However, the employer has latitude to arrange both the date and the time so that it does not 

unduly disrupt operations.  Presenting the reasons for an objection to the EEOC’s preferred time 

in terms of wanting to ensure that employees are readily available (i.e., not right in the middle of 

a critical operation, which would delay their availability for interview) will help to persuade the 

EEOC to reschedule.   This also gives the employer the chance to ask the EEOC for a list of 

employees that it wants to interview. 

In our experience, the EEOC is generally cooperative in scheduling the onsite visit and 

the interview schedule suggested by the employer, as long as the employer does not appear to be 
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unduly uncooperative or to be trying to unreasonably delay the visit.  It is important to remember 

that once a charge is filed, the statute of limitations on the federal claims included in the charge 

stops running until the EEOC disposes of the case.  Therefore, there is no benefit from this 

perspective to be unduly dilatory.  Furthermore, even though the statute of limitations stops, the 

accrual of back pay and back benefits does not. 

B.  Selecting the location 

Prior to the onsite visit, the employer should decide where the EEOC investigator will 

conduct the investigation, including any employee interviews.  The preferable location would be 

a room that is large enough to accommodate two or three people, relatively comfortable and 

quiet, and located at a spot where there will be privacy and confidentiality, i.e., the interviewees 

will not feel like they are being watched, and the EEOC’s impromptu ability to interact with 

other employees that are not directly involved in the investigation is limited.  Thus, the location 

of such other things as restrooms, break room, entrances and exits, major corridors, etc. needs to 

be taken into consideration. 

C.  Preparing Managers and Supervisors 

Prior to the onsite visit, the employer should review the charge, its position statement, 

any relevant employment records, and other evidence with likely witnesses.  Having an attorney 

present during this preparation preserves the attorney-client privilege.  This can help ensure that 

these critical witnesses will not be taken by surprise or contradict the employer’s position.  They 

should also be reminded about relevant policies, handbook provisions, and training that are 

pertinent to the charge.  Of course, in preparing these witnesses, the employer should avoid 

giving the impression that they will be disciplined for disclosing information to the EEOC.   

Witnesses should be advised that it is permissible to answer “I don’t know” if the witness 

really doesn’t know, e.g., the witness was not personally present and has no reasonable basis for 

knowing the information.  However, remember that unlike civil litigation, this is probably the 

only chance that managers and supervisors will have to provide evidence supporting the 

employer’s position and highlight the strength of its position.  Therefore, the approach is 

somewhat different than “playing defense” during a civil litigation deposition. 

The investigator almost always asks about the investigation, so those who were involved 

in the investigation should be prepared to describe if/when an internal complaint was made, and 

the company’s investigation and response, including any remedial actions taken.  Since most 

investigations ultimately require the decisionmaker to made credibility judgments, that 

individual should be prepared to describe how the evidence was evaluated, why, and the outcome 

of that evaluation. 

To the extent reasonably possible, witnesses should be advised to be available for the 

entire duration of the onsite, which typically lasts the entire day.  This will minimize the need for 

a second onsite to interview a witness who was not available at the time the investigator was 

ready to interview that individual. 
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D.  Welcoming the investigator upon arrival 

The employer’s representative (typically its legal counsel and a knowledgeable 

management representative) should arrive early to conduct a last-minute inspection of the 

location of the onsite.  They should be the ones to greet the EEOC investigator upon arrival and 

escort the investigator to the meeting room, describing and/or showing the investigator where 

such things as the restrooms are.  Give the investigator their extensions or other way to contact 

them.  Make sure the investigator knows that all interviews and other activities should be 

arranged through them to avoid operational disruption and expedite the onsite. 

Depending upon the circumstances, an employer executive may want to briefly welcome 

the investigator and ensure the investigator of the employer’s cooperation with the on-site.   

Once the investigator is settled in the meeting room, the employer representatives can 

discuss with the investigator what will occur during the remainder of the onsite.  For example, if 

there are documents to be reviewed, how to request them.  If there will be interviews, in what 

order will they likely occur.  If the employer is kind enough to provide lunch, how will that be 

done (some investigators decline this offer). 

This is a good time to take the initiative to “put the best foot forward” and give a synopsis 

of the employer’s position, including possibly its culture, key documents showing proactive steps 

it has taken relative to the issues (e.g., a hotline, training), and a summary of the employer’s 

response to the charge’s allegations.  If an attorney is involved, the attorney often gives this 

“opening statement.” 

If the employer knows in advance that there are certain issues, and if the employer has in 

the interim taken remedial steps to address and correct them, this is an ideal time to discuss this 

with the investigator.  This might even lead the EEOC to give you the benefit of the doubt on 

other issues. 

The employer can also use this as an opportunity to orient the investigator to any special 

circumstances related to its business that are relevant to its defense, e.g., a need for government-

mandated security clearances, and to give the investigation an overall description of the 

employer’s business and why the employer’s action/inaction was justified under the 

circumstances.   

E.  Document Review 

If the investigator wants to review documents, arrange to have them provided as promptly 

as possible.  Have someone remain in the room during the review.  This will facilitate making 

copies for the investigator upon request.  The investigator will assume that it will be provided 

with these copies, so advance arrangements should be made for this to occur during the onsite or, 

if the documents are voluminous, to promptly provide them to the investigator at a later date as 

agreed to during the onsite.  Of course, the employer should document what records the 

investigator requests, what records are provided, and what records are copied.  The employer 

should make a second copy of any records for itself for future use. 
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Unless the person in the room is actually knowledgeable and authorized to speak on 

behalf of the employer, the witness should not comment on the documents or engage in 

conversation or discussion with the investigator.  For this reason, counsel or a trained paralegal 

might be the most appropriate witness. 

The employer should not falsify or destroy documents in anticipation of the onsite. 

If the employer has not already done so in the position statement, it is wise to prepare to 

have other helpful documents available for review even if the investigator doesn’t ask for them, 

e.g., documentation showing examples of policies involved in the investigation were applied in a 

non-discriminatory way, that internal complaints are promptly investigated, that the employer 

has EEO policies in place, etc. 

F.  Facility Tour 

The investigator almost always wants to take a tour of the facility before interviewing 

witnesses.  The employer should anticipate this and plan the route to be taken.  The area that the 

investigator will most likely be interested in is the area(s) involved in the charge.  As indicated 

by prior speakers, the employer should make sure there are no glaring issues, that all posters are 

posted and in good condition, and that offensive material is not visible.  Plan the route in 

advance, as well as the timing to avoid unnecessary interaction with employees.  The employer 

might remind employees in advance that from time to time visitors are brought through the 

facility and how the employer expects employees to comport themselves (e.g., continue working, 

don’t gawk, as always use professional language, don’t interrupt the tour to talk to the visitor 

unless the employer initiates such interaction, don’t comment on the person’s characteristics, 

dress, etc.).  The “tour guide” should be familiar with the facility and be articulate but not 

verbose.  It is recommended that legal counsel also be on the tour to spot any potential issues that 

the employer might have to address later.  Never allow the investigator to wander around alone. 

In the age of expanded information sharing, employers should obviously also correct any 

facility problems that might trigger an investigation by another agency such as OSHA or the 

DOL.  Safety issues should be corrected before the tour. 

G.  Witness interviews 

Since the EEOC can conduct interviews both onsite and offsite, and either in person or by 

telephone, the employer should consider who the EEOC is likely to contact and whether to make 

them available during the onsite investigation.   

If they are current employees, employers most commonly agree to make them available 

in person during the onsite investigation.  However, depending upon the circumstances, the 

employer can also make them available for a telephone interview.  In either case, the employer 

has the right to – and should – be present during the interview of any supervisory, management 

or executive employees.  Non-supervisory employees can request counsel to be present during 

the interview; in our experience, they often do this after proper (non-coercive) preparation by 

counsel.  An employer can also conduct an exit interview with any employee that did not have 
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legal representation during the interview; however, this has to be carefully done to ensure that 

the employee cannot assert a claim of harassment or retaliation for having cooperated with the 

EEOC.  In some cases, it may be best to forgo an exit interview of an employee that the 

employer knows has nothing good to say about the company; instead, the background of the 

employee can be described to the investigator. 

Since the EEOC investigator typically conducts the onsite after the employer has filed its 

position statement, the investigator will question witnesses to see if their recollections match the 

facts set out in that position statement.  Every potential management witness should therefore 

have read the charge and the employer’s position statement more than once before the onsite in 

order to be familiar with the facts of the case and the employer’s position.  They should stick as 

close to the position statement as possible, not speculate, not lie, and say they don’t know if they 

really don’t know.  If they weren’t involved, or didn’t see/hear anything, they should clearly say 

so.   

The investigator will certainly want to interview the human resources personnel who are 

involved in the case.  These witnesses should be prepared to describe their formal and on-the-job 

background, education, training, and experience, including seminars and conferences related to 

discrimination, harassment, retaliation, investigations of complaints, and similar issues.  They 

can expect to be asked questions designed to explore their general knowledge of discrimination 

laws.  It is important that these witnesses present themselves as being knowledgeable about 

discrimination laws and issues and the employer’s obligations under those laws.  They should be 

familiar with the employer’s policies and procedures.  If they were involved in the investigation 

of the charging party’s internal complaint, they should be prepared to describe in a logical and 

detailed way what was done, why, what information was collected, how they evaluated the 

evidence, including resolving credibility where there are inconsistent statements or other 

evidence, and how they reached conclusions.  If there were gaps, delays, or other problems in the 

investigation, they should be prepared to discuss those if the investigator brings it up. 

If there are no human resources personnel onsite, the employer should be sure that 

someone at a management level at the facility who is knowledgeable about human resources 

issues in general can accurately identify the person to be contacted for guidance and training in 

human resources and discrimination issues.   

Employees should be able to confirm the location of posters, EEO policies in such 

documents as the employee handbook, brochures that were given out on EEO issues, and training 

received on EEO issues. 

If counsel is present during the investigation, it is possible to clarify the investigator’s 

questions or the answers that are given.  However, the witness will start to lose credibility with 

the investigator if the investigator reaches the conclusion that counsel is coaching, intimidating, 

or otherwise unduly interfering with the interview.  Counsel can also suggest, if the investigator 

seems to be more interested in talking only to (or taking notes regarding) witnesses that seem 

unfavorable to the employer, that the investigator may wish to hear about certain topics that the 

employer wants the EEOC to know about, e.g., the charging party’s misconduct or performance 

issues. 
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H.  Note Taking/Recording 

The employer representative should take detailed notes throughout the onsite.  These can 

be invaluable in clarifying or emphasizing issues, as well as allowing preparation to address and 

minimize any unhelpful information given.  This is particularly true because it often seems 

during an interview that the only notes the EEOC investigator is making are those that record 

information that is adverse or detrimental to the employer.  Use the notes to quickly summarize 

what the witness has said (in ways helpful to the employer’s case) before the witness leaves the 

interview and get the witness’s agreement that these are the facts. 

The investigator often prepares an affidavit for the witness to sign.  Counsel/employer 

representatives should carefully review the draft affidavit to ensure that it is complete and 

accurate and does not omit important facts.  The witness should be told that it is completely 

permissible to make changes in order to make the affidavit complete and accurate.  Be sure to get 

a copy of any affidavit signed by a manager or supervisor; the employee has the right to request 

this.  If a nonsupervisory, nonmanagerial employee has requested the presence of counsel during 

the interview, do the same thing for that witness. 

It is possible, although less common, that the EEOC investigator will want to record 

interviews.  It is generally not productive to try to prevent this from happening.  However, the 

employer has the right to tape the interviews as well and should be prepared to do so if the 

investigator takes this approach. 

Of course, the employer and its supervisory/managerial employees are interested in what 

employees have to say when the employees meet with the EEOC outside of the presence of the 

employer counsel/representatives.  This has to be done very carefully, if at all, since it could 

easily be seen as intimidation or retaliation, particularly if some adverse personnel action is taken 

later for unrelated reasons.  Furthermore, the EEOC will almost always advise such employees 

not to talk to the employer about the interview. 

I.  The Exit Interview 

At the end of the onsite session, it is a good idea to have an exit interview with the 

investigator.  This allows the employer an opportunity to gain insight into the investigator’s 

reaction to the onsite, clarify the information that was presented during the onsite, answer any 

final questions, and escort the investigator off the premises.  If requested documents were not 

immediately available, arrangements can be made during the exit interview for providing them in 

the near future. 

If the employer is aware that the investigation has revealed inconsistent or otherwise 

unsupportable statements made by the charging party, statements that are not supported by the 

documents or the testimony of knowledgeable witnesses, or untrue or misleading statements 

made by other witnesses, the exit interview provides the chance to highlight them to the 

investigator.  
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V. HOW THE EEOC EVALUATES CASES 

The EEOC has recently undertaken a review by an internal work group of its guidance 

and technical assistance documents because quite a few had been superseded by legislation, court 

decisions, or newer and more complete guidance.  According to the EEOC, other guidance 

documents became outdated because they were limited to narrow fact patterns that now rarely, if 

ever, arise.  On its website, the EEOC identifies 22 policy guidance, policy statements, 

interpretive memoranda, enforcement guidance, and portions of its Compliance Manual that 

were rescinded in the fourth quarter of 2019.  During that same time period, it rescinded one 

technical assistance document, and 32 informal discussion letters.  In several instances, the 

EEOC noted that the rescission did not reflect a change in its position on the issue.  Nevertheless, 

employers and practitioners who may have been familiar with the now-rescinded documents 

should review those that are more current, and avoid relying on those that were rescinded (except 

to the extent that the rescission is noted as not changing the EEOC’s position on the issue!).   

In recent years, the EEOC has been engaged in hiring attorneys with litigation 

experience. Thus, employers should assume that the information developed during the 

investigation will be reviewed by an attorney who is not only familiar with the laws at issue but 

who is experienced.  While many employers view the EEOC as overly employee-friendly, many 

EEOC investigators and legal staff strive hard to be neutral and professional.  However, 

employers should assume that all the information gathered during the investigation will be 

closely evaluated to identify possible violations, including credibility determinations. 

Indeed, the EEOC’s Regional Attorneys’ Manual (available at 

https://www.eeoc.gov/regional-attorneys-manual) states: 

EEOC attorneys, as counsel for an agency of the Federal Government, must at all 

times conduct themselves in an ethical and professional manner. See, e.g., 

Freeport-McMoran Oil & Gas Co. v. FERC, 962 F.2d 45 (D.C. Cir. 1992) 

(finding that lawyer representing government agency had more stringent 

obligation to end ‘‘easily resolvable’‘ litigation); United States v. Witmer, 835 F. 

Supp. 208, 214-15 (M.D. Pa. 1993) (“government attorney must be held to a 

higher standard than private attorney”); Silverman v. Ehrlich Beer Corp., 687 F. 

Supp. 67, 69-70 (S.D.N.Y. 1987) (in awarding attorney’s fees against NLRB for 

bringing contempt action without investigating employer’s compliance, court said 

that lawyer for government in civil litigation is held to higher standard than 

ordinary lawyer); see also Reid v. INS, 949 F.2d 287, 288 (9th Cir. 1991) 

(admission of error by government lawyer appropriate where government lawyer 

in civil litigation has interest” only in the law being observed, not in victory or 

defeat”).  [footnote omitted].  As these authorities indicate, courts generally expect 

a higher level of ethical behavior from Federal Government attorneys than from 

attorneys representing private clients. 

That Manual also makes it clear that: 

https://www.eeoc.gov/regional-attorneys-manual
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In response to efforts by the Department of Justice (DOJ) to exempt its lawyers 

from state ethics rules, Congress enacted the Citizen Protection Act on October 

21, 1998 (effective April 19, 1999), which specifically made DOJ attorneys 

subject to state ethics rules governing attorney conduct. Section 530B of Title 28, 

entitled “Ethical Standards for Attorneys for the Government,” states in pertinent 

part: 

An attorney for the Government shall be subject to State laws and rules, 

and local Federal court rules, governing attorneys in each State where such 

attorney engages in that attorney’s duties, to the same extent and in the 

same manner as other attorneys in that State. 

See 28 C.F.R. pt. 77 (2003) implementing 28 U.S.C. § 530B. 

While the act covers only DOJ attorneys, [fn omitted] EEOC lawyers should be 

cognizant that this statute was passed because of DOJ’s attempts to set its own 

standards for ex parte contacts of represented persons and parties and its view that 

its attorneys should be exempt from the ex parte contact rules of the states in 

which they are licensed and in which they practice. See generally Charles A. 

Weiss, Lawyers Bypassing Lawyers, 28 Litigation, Winter 2002, at 42. 

 The EEOC has identified three strategic objectives that provide the foundation of its 

Strategic Enforcement Plan (“SEP”) for Fiscal Years 2018-2022.  Unlike prior SEPs,1 the current 

 

1 For example, the SEP for FY 2017-2021 set out the following national substantive area priorities: 

1. Eliminating Barriers in Recruitment and Hiring  

EEOC will focus on class-based recruitment and hiring practices that discriminate against racial, ethnic, and religious groups, older 

workers, women, and people with disabilities. These include exclusionary policies and practices, the channeling/steering of 
individuals into specific jobs due to their status in a particular group, job segregation, restrictive application processes (including 

online systems that are inaccessible to individuals with disabilities), and screening tools that disproportionately impact workers based 

on their protected status (e.g., pre-employment tests, background checks impacting African Americans and Latinos, date-of-birth 

inquiries impacting older workers, and medical questionnaires impacting individuals with disabilities).  

The growth of the temporary workforce, the increasing use of data-driven selection devices, and the lack of diversity in certain 

industries and workplaces such as technology and policing, are also areas of particular concern. This priority typically involves 
systemic cases. However, a claim by an individual or small group may fall within this priority if it raises a policy, practice or pattern 

of discrimination.  

2. Protecting Vulnerable Workers, Including Immigrant and Migrant Workers, and Underserved Communities from 

Discrimination  

EEOC will focus on job segregation, harassment, trafficking, pay, retaliation and other policies and practices against vulnerable 

workers, including immigrant and migrant workers, as well as persons perceived to be members of these groups, and against members 

of underserved communities. These workers are often unaware of their rights under the equal employment laws, or reluctant or unable 

to exercise them. Their work status, language, financial circumstances, or lack of work experience make them particularly vulnerable 

to discriminatory practices or policies.  

To implement this priority, district offices and the agency’s federal sector program will identify vulnerable workers and underserved 

communities for focused attention, based on their assessment of how EEOC can most effectively utilize government resources to 

address the local issues of concern for these groups. For instance, employment discrimination against members of Native American 

tribes might be a focus for some offices as part of this priority.  

3. Addressing Selected Emerging and Developing Issues  

(Continued…) 
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SEP sets out three broad strategic objectives with specific outcome goals for each, but does not 

identify specific types of cases or issues that will be the focus.  The first strategic objective is to 

“Combat and prevent employment discrimination through the strategic application of EEOC’s 

law enforcement authorities”.2  The corresponding outcome goals are: 1) Discriminatory 

employment practices are stopped and remedied, and victims of discrimination receive 

meaningful relief; and 2) Enforcement authorities are exercised fairly, efficiently, and based on 

the circumstances of each charge or complaint.  Although there is no specific systemic-based 

 

As a government agency, EEOC is responsible for monitoring trends and developments in the law, workplace practices, and labor 
force demographics. Under this SEP, EEOC will continue to prioritize issues that may be emerging or developing. Given EEOC’s 

research, data collection, and receipt of charges in the private and public sectors, and adjudication of complaints and oversight in the 

federal sector, the agency is well-situated to address these issues.  

Because of the nature of this priority category, the Commission may choose to add or remove particular issues as the law develops, 

through an interim amendment to the SEP. The following issues currently fall within this category:  

a) Qualification standards and inflexible leave policies that discriminate against individuals with disabilities;  

b) Accommodating pregnancy-related limitations under the Americans with Disabilities Act Amendments Act (ADAAA) and the 

Pregnancy Discrimination Act (PDA);  

c) Protecting lesbians, gay men, bisexuals and transgender (LGBT) people from discrimination based on sex;  

d) Clarifying the employment relationship and the application of workplace civil rights protections in light of the increasing 

complexity of employment relationships and structures, including temporary workers, staffing agencies, independent contractor 

relationships, and the on-demand economy; and  

e) Addressing discriminatory practices against those who are Muslim or Sikh, or persons of Arab, Middle Eastern or South Asian 

descent, as well as persons perceived to be members of these groups, arising from backlash against them from tragic events in the 

United States and abroad.  

4. Ensuring Equal Pay Protections for All Workers  

EEOC will continue to focus on compensation systems and practices that discriminate based on sex under the Equal Pay Act and Title 

VII. Because pay discrimination also persists based on race, ethnicity, age, and for individuals with disabilities, and other protected 

groups, the Commission will also focus on compensation systems and practices that discriminate based on any protected basis, 

including the intersection of protected bases, under any of the federal anti-discrimination statutes.  

5. Preserving Access to the Legal System  

EEOC will focus on policies and practices that limit substantive rights, discourage or prohibit individuals from exercising their rights 

under employment discrimination statutes, or impede EEOC’s investigative or enforcement efforts. Specifically, EEOC will focus on: 
1) overly broad waivers, releases, and mandatory arbitration provisions (e.g., waivers or releases that limit substantive rights, deter or 

prohibit filing charges with EEOC, or deter or prohibit providing information to assist in the investigation or prosecution of 

discrimination claims); 2) employers’ failure to maintain and retain applicant and employee data and records required by EEOC 
regulations; and 3) significant retaliatory practices that effectively dissuade others in the workplace from exercising their rights. For 

example, firing a senior director who reports a pattern of discrimination at the workplace sends a strong message to others not to 

complain about or to report discrimination.  

Claims alleging overly broad waivers, releases and arbitration typically involve systemic cases. However, such a claim by an 

individual or small group may fall within this priority if it raises a policy, practice or pattern of retaliation.  

6. Preventing Systemic Harassment  

Harassment continues to be one of the most frequent complaints raised in the workplace. Over 30 percent of the charges filed with 

EEOC allege harassment, and the most frequent bases alleged are sex, race disability, age, national origin and religion, in order of 

frequency.[fn omitted] Forty-three percent of the complaints filed by federal employees in fiscal year 2015 raised harassment.[fn 
omitted] The most frequent bases alleged in federal sector complaints are race, disability, age, national origin, sex and religion, in 

order of frequency.[fn omitted] This priority typically involves systemic cases. However, a claim by an individual or small group may 

fall within this priority if it raises a policy, practice, or pattern of harassment. Strong enforcement with appropriate monetary relief and 
effective injunctive relief to prevent future harassment of all protected groups is critical, but not sufficient. In addition, the 

Commission believes a concerted effort to promote holistic prevention programs, including training and outreach, will greatly deter 

future violations.  

2 The second strategic objective is to “Prevent employment discrimination and promote inclusive workplaces through education and outreach”, 

and the third is “Achieve organizational excellence”. 
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objective or outcome goals, employers should assume that the EEOC will continue to look for 

systemic issues, since those issues have the broadest impact. 

 

Once the investigator has completed the investigation, EEOC will make a determination 

on the merits of the charge.  The EEOC ends up eventually dismissing many charges.   

• If EEOC is unable to conclude that there is reasonable cause to believe that 

discrimination occurred, the charging party will be issued a notice called a 

Dismissal and Notice of Rights. This notice informs the charging party that s/he 

has the right to file a lawsuit in federal court within 90 days from the date of its 

receipt. The employer will also receive a copy of this notice. 

• If EEOC determines there is reasonable cause to believe discrimination has 

occurred, both parties will be issued a Letter of Determination stating that there is 

reason to believe that discrimination occurred and inviting the parties to join the 

agency in seeking to resolve the charge through an informal process known as 

conciliation. 

• When conciliation does not succeed in resolving the charge, EEOC has the 

authority to enforce violations of its statutes by filing a lawsuit in federal court. If 

the EEOC decides not to litigate, the charging party will receive a Notice of Right 

to Sue and may file a lawsuit in federal court within 90 days. 

In evaluating charges, the top priority for charging processing has historically been 

Category A charges (including those that fall within the national or local enforcement plan and 

other charges where further investigation will probably result in a cause finding).  Category B 

charges have included charges that initially appear to have some merit but will require additional 

evidence to determine whether continued investigation is likely to result in a cause finding and 

charges where it is not possible to make a judgment regarding the merits; these have been 

investigated as resources permit.  Category C charges have been those in which the office had 

sufficient information to conclude that it was not likely that further investigation would result in 

a cause finding; these have been dismissed.  Category B charges have made up the largest 

number of charges filed. 

The EEOC will try to conciliate a case before filing litigation.   Sometimes the employer 

has sufficient information from its own investigation and communications with the EEOC to 

evaluate potential exposure, and can accordingly attempt to settle the charge. However, in many 

cases, the employer has a difficult time understanding why the EEOC has reached a “cause” 

determination and is pushing for settlement of what the employer sees as a meritless claim.  The 

EEOC is typically very reluctant to share with the employer the facts that it has developed during 

the investigation or that it is relying on to support its decision to find cause.  Thus, the employer 

is negotiating from a position of not having all the facts.  This has to be balanced against the 

time, expense, operational disruption, and potential liability should the EEOC proceed to 

litigation. 
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Many employers have experienced what seems like the EEOC’s tendency to rather 

quickly end conciliation efforts without significant negotiation if the employer takes a position 

that is significantly different from the EEOC’s initial conciliation demand.  In the 2015 decision 

of Mach Mining, LLC v. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, the United States 

Supreme Court held that the mandatory obligation imposed on the EEOC by statute to make 

conciliation attempts before bringing suit against an employer is enforceable by the courts.  

However, the standard is low and the court’s role is limited:   the statute requires only that the 

“EEOC communicate in some way (through ‘conference, conciliation, and persuasion’) about an 

‘alleged unlawful employment practice’ in an ‘endeavor’ to achieve an employer’s voluntary 

compliance.” Once the court has ensured that this has occurred, it has exhausted its role in the 

matter. 

If conciliation fails, and the EEOC believes that the case is sufficiently important and 

strong to pursue, it will start its pre-litigation procedures.  This includes an interview by a legal 

unit attorney of the charging party (typically in person) as well as other individuals who will 

have significant roles in the litigation as either witnesses or claimants.  A notice of intent will be 

filed and reviewed internally.  If the EEOC decides not to sue, it issues a notice closing the case 

and giving the charging party the requisite time to file a lawsuit on his/her own behalf.   

Under Title VII and the ADA, a charging party also can request a notice of “right to sue” 

from EEOC 180 days after the charge was first filed with the EEOC, and may then bring suit 

within 90 days after receiving this notice.   Under the ADEA, a suit may be filed at any time 60 

days after filing a charge with EEOC, but not later than 90 days after EEOC gives notice that it 

has completed action on the charge.  Under the EPA, a lawsuit must be filed within two years 

(three years for willful violations) of the discriminatory act, which in most cases is payment of a 

discriminatory lower wage. 

The EEOC’s General Counsel generally has the decision to commence or intervene in 

litigation.  The General Counsel has re-delegated authority to regional attorneys to file and settle 

direct suits raising claims under Title VII, the Equal Pay Act, and the Age Discrimination in 

Employment Act that meet the following criteria: 

• projected costs of litigation through trial are less than $50,000; 

• relief is sought for fewer than 20 individuals, including charging parties and other 

individuals who have been identified or are expected to be identified as victims of 

discrimination; 

• the case does not fall within any of the categories of cases identified in the 

national enforcement plan over which the EEOC has retained sole authority to 

approve litigation. 

Certain litigation requires the approval of the Office of General Counsel of the EEOC 

before a field legal unit can act. 
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Once litigation is initiated, the employer will be fighting a traditionally well-funded 

adversary. 

VI. HOW THE EEOC EVALUATES EVIDENCE 

The EEOC’s approach in evaluating evidence generally follows the kinds of 

considerations traditionally used by the courts in evidentiary evaluations.  Thus, where there is 

the ability to directly observe a witness, such as during an investigatory witness interview, the 

witness’ demeanor may be important.  Similarly, the consistency of memory, ability to recall 

details,  and evasive or contradictory responses, bias and motive to falsify can all come into play.  

For example, a stake in the outcome, a friendship relationship, past conflicts, and disputes with 

the employer may show motive.  Another potential factor is inherent implausibility, i.e., does the 

explanation make sense, or is it contrary to common sense?  Other factors include the witness’ 

character and opportunity to observe relevant events. How does the witness’s statements 

compare with the statements of others, or evidence such as documents, videos, etc.? 

As stated in the EEOC’s August 25, 2016 “Enforcement Guidance on Retaliation and 

Related Issues,” different types or pieces of evidence, either alone or in combination, may be 

relevant.  Such factors as suspicious timing, verbal or written statements, comparative evidence 

that a similarly situated employee was treated differently, falsity of the employer’s proffered 

reasons for its actions, departures from established practices, and inconsistent or shifting 

explanations can all be persuasive.  at pp. 46-47, 49-50. 

The EEOC’s June 18, 1999 “Enforcement Guidance: Vicarious Employer Liability for 

Unlawful Harassment by Supervisors” describes some of the factors that it expects employers to 

use in conducting investigations: 

If there are conflicting versions of relevant events, the employer will have to weigh each 

party’s credibility. Credibility assessments can be critical in determining whether the 

alleged harassment in fact occurred. Factors to consider include:  

• Inherent plausibility:  Is the testimony believable on its face? Does it make 

sense?  

• Demeanor:  Did the person seem to be telling the truth or lying?  

• Motive to falsify:  Did the person have a reason to lie?  

• Corroboration:  Is there witness testimony (such as testimony by eye-witnesses, 

people who saw the person soon after the alleged incidents, or people who 

discussed the incidents with him or her at around the time that they occurred) or 

physical evidence (such as written documentation) that corroborates the party’s 

testimony?  

• Past record:  Did the alleged harasser have a history of similar behavior in the 

past?  
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None of the above factors are determinative as to credibility. For example, the fact that there are 

no eye-witnesses to the alleged harassment by no means necessarily defeats the complainant’s 

credibility, since harassment often occurs behind closed doors. Furthermore, the fact that the 

alleged harasser engaged in similar behavior in the past does not necessarily mean that he or she 

did so again.  

 

The Guidance goes on to state: 

Once all of the evidence is in, interviews are finalized, and credibility issues are resolved, 

management should make a determination as to whether harassment occurred. That 

determination could be made by the investigator, or by a management official who 

reviews the investigator’s report. The parties should be informed of the determination. 

In some circumstances, it may be difficult for management to reach a determination 

because of direct contradictions between the parties and a lack of documentary or eye-

witness corroboration. In such cases, a credibility assessment may form the basis for a 

determination, based on factors such as those set forth above. 

If no determination can be made because the evidence is inconclusive, the employer 

should still undertake further preventive measures, such as training and monitoring. 

The EEOC and courts will use the same kinds of factors in assessing credibility.  In the EEOC’s 

Management Directive 110, Chapter 6, when discussing evidence, the EEOC stated: 

A. Quality of Evidence 

Evidence will be gathered from the complainant, witnesses, and other sources. In 

order to support findings and, ultimately, decisions, this evidence should be material to 

the complaint, relevant to the issue(s) raised in the complaint, and as reliable as possible. 

1. Material Evidence  

Evidence is material when it relates to one or more of the issues raised in the 

complaint or raised by the agency's answer to it. To determine whether evidence 

is material, one must look to the claims of discriminatory conduct and resultant 

harm contained in the complaint and the agency's answers to the claims. If the 

evidence relates to one or more of those claims, then it relates to the issues 

presented in the complaint, and it is material. 

2. Relevant Evidence  

Evidence is relevant if it tends to prove or disprove a material issue raised by a 

complaint. Relevancy and materiality are often used interchangeably. Generally, 

relevance is the more important concept in an investigation. If evidence is not 

relevant, whether it is material is of little consequence. A test of relevance is to 

ask, "What does this evidence tend to prove?" If the answer is that it tends to 
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prove or disprove a proposition that is related to the complaint, then the evidence 

is relevant. 

3. Reliable Evidence  

Evidence is reliable if it is dependable or trustworthy. Evidence should not be 

ignored because it is of questionable reliability. Such evidence may lead to 

evidence that is reliable. 

• Some factors to consider in determining whether testimony is reliable are: 

whether the witness's testimony is based on his/her own experience and 

personal knowledge, or based on rumor, hearsay, or innuendo; whether the 

testimony is a statement of fact or is merely a conclusion; and whether 

witnesses have an interest in the outcome of the complaint, or are 

otherwise biased. 

• Some factors to consider in determining whether documents are reliable 

are: whether they were prepared in response to the investigation or 

whether they are maintained in the ordinary course of business; whether 

they are obtained from the custodian of records or the author of the 

document; and whether the documents are signed and/or dated. 

• The federal rules of evidence were designed to set limits on the reliability 

of documents and testimony entered in evidence in court. Such formal 

rules will not be strictly applied in the collection of evidence for the 

investigation of federal equal employment opportunity complaints. Such 

rules may be used, however, as a guide in assessing the evidentiary weight 

to be given particular items of evidence. 

B. Types of Evidence 

There are many types of evidence which can be obtained on the issues raised in an 

equal employment complaint. The three basic types of evidence are direct evidence, 

circumstantial evidence, and statistical evidence. 

1. Direct Evidence  

Direct evidence is evidence that proves a fact without resort to inference or 

presumption. Black's Law Dictionary (9th ed. 2009). For example, in the morning 

the ground is covered with snow. If you looked out the window the night before 

and saw it snowing then, you have direct evidence that it snowed during the night. 

You need not draw any inference to reach the factual conclusion that it snowed 

during the night. 

Direct evidence is relevant in cases involving disparate treatment where the 

question is whether the employer intentionally treated employees differently 
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because of a protected factor. It is also relevant in cases involving the effect of 

policies where the question is whether the policy disparately treats all employees 

in the protected class. 

Direct evidence is rare. The statement, "I would never hire you for that job 

because you are a woman," is direct evidence of discrimination on the basis of sex 

in hiring, but would not be direct evidence if the issue involved a performance 

appraisal, for example. 

Agencies must take care to distinguish between direct evidence of bias and direct 

evidence of discrimination. Direct evidence of bias may be strong but 

circumstantial evidence of discrimination in a particular case. For example, the 

statement, "I would never hire a woman for that job," is direct evidence of bias, as 

not directed towards any specific person. See Heim v. State of Utah, 8 F.3d 1541, 

1546 (10th Cir. 1993). In contrast, a statement to a complainant that you "may be 

getting too old to understand the store's new computer programs" was deemed 

direct evidence of discrimination in Wright v. Southland Corp., 187 F.3d 1287, 

1304 (11th Cir. 1999) because it was directed at a specific person. 

2. Circumstantial Evidence  

Circumstantial evidence is evidence based on inference. Black's Law Dictionary 

(9th ed. 2009). In other words, the fact finder must draw an inference from the 

evidence to reach a factual conclusion. 

For example, if you looked out the window at night and the ground was bare, but 

when you look out the window the next morning, there is snow on the ground, the 

snow on the ground is circumstantial evidence that it snowed during the night. 

From the presence of snow on the ground, you reasonably may infer that it 

snowed during the night. You have drawn an inference to reach the factual 

conclusion that it snowed during the night. 

There are different types of circumstantial evidence. For example, comparative 

evidence must be sought in every case alleging disparity in treatment on a basis 

protected by a law enforced by the Commission. Comparative evidence is 

evidence regarding how similarly situated persons outside of the complainant's 

protected groups were treated. 

In general, similarly situated means that the persons who are being compared are 

so situated that it is reasonable to expect that they would receive the same 

treatment as the complainant in the context of a particular employment decision. 

It is important to remember that individuals may be similarly situated for one 

employment decision, but not for another. For example, a female GS-4 clerk-

typist may be similarly situated to a male GS-7 paralegal in a discrimination case 

involving the approval of annual leave where the same rules are applied to both 

employees by the same supervisor or where both are in the same unit or subject to 

http://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=15738823635895710884&q=8+f3d+1541&hl=en&as_sdt=2,9&as_vis=1
http://caselaw.findlaw.com/us-11th-circuit/1148343.html
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the same chain of command. The investigator would be obligated to find out 

whether there were persons, not named by the complainant but similarly situated, 

whose treatment could be compared to the complainant's treatment.[3] Both the 

complainant and the responding management official should provide a list of 

comparators for the challenged action. 

Other types of circumstantial evidence may include general statements indicative 

of bias (see the example in "Direct Evidence," above), conduct (for example, a 

selecting official repeatedly has selected only males for job vacancies, despite the 

availability of best-qualified female candidates), or environment (for example, an 

absence of Hispanics in the workplace despite their availability in the relevant 

labor force). Circumstantial evidence may overlap with statistical evidence. 

3. Statistical Evidence  

Statistical evidence or a survey of the general environment may be conducted as 

appropriate. For example, this evidence may be probative when claims involve 

the comparative treatment of groups, as in a claim of a pattern or practice of 

discrimination, or the adverse effect of an agency policy or practice. 

1. See, also, “Regional Attorneys’ Manual,” Part 2, Section 4- C, Appendix, 

n. 8. 

https://www.eeoc.gov/federal/directives/md-110_chapter_6.cfm#_ftn3
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